Reference Guidelines Improve Residents’ Ability to Order Appropriate Preoperative Tests in Standardized Case Scenarios
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Abstract

Background: Preoperative testing for surgery is estimated to cost $30 billion annually. The goal of this study was to determine the relative influence of access to a guideline reference for preoperative test ordering appropriateness by resident physicians in simulated case scenarios.

Methods: At a single teaching hospital, 80 PGY (Post Medical School Graduation Year) 2-5 residents from anesthesiology, surgery, internal medicine, and obstetrics/gynecology were recruited to review simulated case scenarios. Participants within each specialty were randomized with half receiving supplemental ASA preoperative testing guidelines during completion of the questionnaire. Participants indicated which preoperative tests they believed appropriate for each scenario. Correct responses were set by an expert panel and results were reported as relative probabilities and 95% CI.

Results: 66 surveys were analyzed. In the entire cohort, the group receiving supplemental guidelines achieved a greater percentage of correct answers (x=84.2%) compared to the group without guidelines (x=78.6%) (relprob =1.07 [CI 1.01-1.12], p=0.011). Correct answers improved to 1.07 [1.01-1.12] with a guideline across specialties and experience levels. Without a guideline, correct answer rates were greater for anesthesia vs surgery residents (1.19 [1.08, 1.31]) and anesthesia vs internal medicine residents (1.16 [1.04, 1.31]). With guidelines, these differences were maintained. Without a guideline, significant differences were noted between PGY 3 vs PGY 2 residents (1.12 [1.08, 1.31]) and anesthesia vs internal medicine residents (1.16 [1.04, 1.31]). With guidelines, these differences were not present with guidelines. Surgery residents did not improve with the guideline.

Conclusions: In a set of simulated clinical scenarios, reference to ASA-adapted guidelines improved test ordering by the majority of resident physicians. While anesthesia residents performed better than others independent of the guideline, the guideline negated the effect of experience in non-anesthesia trainees. Given the financial burden of inappropriate preoperative test ordering, further validation of the benefits of guideline implementation is warranted.

Introduction

The evolution of surgical practice over the last two decades has altered the practice of preoperative evaluation such that preoperative assessments occur in multiple, completely different settings. Consequently, many patients are not evaluated by an attending anesthesiologist at all prior to surgery. It has been estimated that greater than 50% of patients do not visit a preadmission testing center, even though these have been showed to be efficient and cost-effective [1-9]. Preoperative testing for surgery is estimated to account for approximately $30 billion in health care costs annually in the US and a majority of these tests may be unnecessary [10-12]. Therefore, deficiencies in knowledge of test ordering have major financial implications. While it is impractical to evaluate all patients in dedicated preoperative centers, there still exists a need to curtail the ordering of unnecessary and expensive tests in the preoperative period [13].

In teaching institutions, patients are frequently evaluated preoperatively by resident physicians training in internal medicine, surgery, obstetrics/gynecology, or anesthesiology. Given the varying knowledge domains and experience levels of resident physicians, it has been demonstrated that disparities exist in residents’ general knowledge of preoperative testing, and of specific guidelines, such as that published by the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) [14-16]. Thus, strategies to improve the quality of preoperative evaluation by resident physicians should be developed.

The goal of this preliminary investigation was to measure the effect of access to a preoperative testing guideline on preoperative test and consultation ordering patterns of resident physicians in simulated clinical scenarios developed by a panel of senior attending anesthesiologists. We further sought to investigate the influence of varying specialties and levels of experience by resident physicians.

Materials and Methods

Design

The trial created was a randomized, prospective design taking place over a one month period at Mount Sinai Medical Center. Following Institutional Review Board approval of waiver of signed consent, all eighty resident physicians from the Departments of Anesthesiology, Surgery, Internal Medicine, and Obstetrics and Gynecology (Ob/Gyn) at The Mount Sinai Medical Center were recruited to participate voluntarily. The study was limited to resident physicians in the PGY...
(Post Medical School Graduation Year) 2 through PGY 5 years of training. PGY 1 residents were excluded as at Sinai this is the year residents learn proper preoperative evaluation. Therefore, all senior residents (PGY2-5) would be familiar with the proper preoperative evaluation and work-up. The eighty residents enrolled were obtained through voluntary participation at respective departmental grand rounds. The participants were instructed to use this reference (if provided) to help with their answer choices. If the reference was not provided, participants were instructed that responses should be based on their existing medical knowledge.”

The questionnaire of the six case scenarios was distributed to residents of the four different specialties during grand rounds. Each participant received the same questionnaire consisting of the six unique case scenarios followed by ten identical testing items from which to choose in order to prepare the hypothetical patient for surgery. Using an electronic randomized number generator SDM gave half of the study participants from each specialty a preoperative testing guideline with the questionnaires (Figure 1). The participants were instructed to use this reference (if provided) to help with their answer choices, but otherwise just their existing medical knowledge.

Questionnaire development

Six simulated case scenarios were written by one of the authors (SDM) to encompass a spectrum of healthy through chronically ill patients (ASA Physical Status 1-4) scheduled to undergo procedures of variable risk (from colonoscopy through major vascular surgery). The scenarios were designed to test knowledge of test-ordering strategies that are consistent with ASA Taskforce on Pre-anesthesia Evaluation recommendations regarding laboratory evaluations, electrocardiograms and chest radiographs [17]. A few of the guidelines were adapted to include institutional policies. For example ECG required for patients >50 years old is not required by the ASA (while they do recommend ECG for patients with cardiac risk factors and that risk factors are likely higher in elderly patients). Also pregnancy testing criteria was changed from patients where care may be altered to patients in whom pregnancy may complicate surgery. This adaptation was made to include all the sub-specialties who are now providing preoperative care. The authors determined that those specialists may not understand that care may be altered from an anesthesiology perspective and to cue them to the importance of the test the wording should be changed. Medical specialist consultations were also included as potential answers.

A panel of five associate or full professor academic anesthesiologists, each with at least ten years of clinical experience, reviewed the case scenarios. The panel defined correct testing choices for each of the scenarios as per the ASA guideline and defined the appropriateness of available medical consultations based on their opinion of what a reasonable clinician would do. An answer was considered correct if the majority considered it reasonable for the hypothetical patient in question. In all circumstances, at least four of five panelists concurred on the correct choices for each scenario. The clinical scenarios and correct answers are detailed in the Appendix.

Statistical analysis

Each preoperative test was scored as appropriately ordered (true positive), inappropriately ordered (false positive), appropriately omitted (true negative), or inappropriately omitted (false negative), as interpreted by the anesthesia panel. Five types of rates were calculated: the correct answer rate (true positives+true negatives), the true positive rate, the true negative rate, the false positive rate and the false negative rate. The rates were examined overall, by specialty and by PGY level. Multiple linear or Poisson regression analyses were performed to determine the influence of the main participant variables (experience, specialty, and guideline reference availability) on the five types of rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age &lt;50, Healthy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No tests unless specified by surgeon for specific surgical issues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrocardiogram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 50 or older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current or past significant cardiac/circulatory disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiothoracic procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chest X-ray</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major respiratory condition with change of symptoms or an acute episode within past 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiothoracic procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serum Chemistries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major metabolic disorders (adrenal, thyroid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diuretic therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Preoperative testing guide.
Pair wise two-way interactions and three-way interaction were tested. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The GENMOD procedure in SAS v 9.1 (SAS Inc., Cary, NC) was used to calculate relative probabilities. Relative probability rates (relprob) are reported as the estimate with 95% confidence intervals.

Results

Of the 80 residents who received a questionnaire, 100% completed the clinical cases and returned it to the study group. However, 14 (17.5%) did not fill in the demographics and were therefore excluded from final analysis. The data analysis was based on responses from these participants, whose demographic data are presented in Table 1. Table 2 shows the overall correct answer rates as averages across the six scenarios, and the relative probability of having a correct answer, by ASA guide availability, specialty, and years of experience.

Overall, correct answer rates were approximately 7% greater (relative) for those with guidelines than those without. Among those respondents not receiving guidelines, anesthesia residents answered correctly more often than surgery or internal medicine residents and PGY 2 residents answered correctly less often than either PGY 3–5 residents. Among those with guides, residents in anesthesiology answered correctly more often than those in either surgery or internal medicine, and Ob/Gyn and internal medicine residents answered correctly more often than did surgery residents.

When experience or specialty groups were compared based on guideline availability, several other findings became apparent. Of those residents without a guideline, significant differences in correct answer rate probability were noted between PGY 3 over PGY 2 residents, but not PGY 3–5 residents. Among those with guides, residents in anesthesiology answered correctly more often than those in either surgery or internal medicine, and Ob/Gyn and internal medicine residents answered correctly more often than did surgery residents.

When experience or specialty groups were compared based on guideline availability, several other findings became apparent. Of those residents without a guideline, significant differences in correct answer rate probability were noted between PGY 3 over PGY 2 residents (relprob = 1.12 [1.03, 1.23], p = <.001) and PGY 4 over PGY 2 residents (relprob = 1.21 [1.07, 1.37], p = 0.002). New differences were found between internal medicine and anesthesia versus internal medicine residents (relprob = 1.15 [1.05, 1.25], p = 0.002). Of those with guidelines, residents in anesthesiology answered correctly more often than those in either surgery or internal medicine, and Ob/Gyn and internal medicine residents answered correctly more often than did surgery residents.

When experience or specialty groups were compared based on guideline availability, several other findings became apparent. Of those residents without a guideline, significant differences in correct answer rate probability were noted between PGY 3 over PGY 2 residents (relprob = 1.12 [1.03, 1.23], p = <.001) and PGY 4 over PGY 2 residents (relprob = 1.16 [1.04, 1.31], p = <.001). Of those without a guideline, correct answer rates were greater for anesthesia versus surgery residents (relprob = 1.19 [1.08, 1.31], p = 0.001) and anesthesia versus internal medicine residents (relprob = 1.16 [1.04, 1.31], p = 0.001). Of those with guidelines, statistically significant differences were maintained between anesthesia versus surgery residents (relprob = 1.29 [1.18, 1.40], p = <.001) and anesthesia versus internal medicine residents (relprob = 1.15 [1.05, 1.25], p = 0.002). New differences were found between internal medicine versus surgery residents (relprob = 1.12 [1.01, 1.25], p = 0.028) and Ob/Gyn versus surgery residents (relprob = 1.21 [1.07, 1.37], p = 0.002).

Table 3 shows the overall correct answer rates for each group, stratified by guideline availability. When a guide was available, except for surgery, absolute correct answer rates tended to be improved for all specialties by approximately 6%. The rates were also improved for PGY 2 residents, but not PGY 3–5 residents (p = 0.031 for interaction between years of experience and guideline availability). Modeling the calculated rates (true positive, true negative, false positive, false negative) by department or PGY level with the presence or absence of a guide revealed differences between more experienced residents and less experienced residents for the false positive rate (i.e., ordered but unnecessary) (p = 0.044) (Table 4).

Discussion

The results of the current investigation demonstrated that an inexpensive reference guide improved preoperative test ordering practices. Interestingly, the influence of inexperience (lower PGY level), which was statistically significant among those without a guide, appeared to be absorbed by the use of a guide. This suggests that having an easy to use reference enhanced less experienced practitioners’ performance.

While the four measured rates (true positive, true negative, false positive, false negative) were not statistically significant among residents of different specialties or experience levels (except for the false positive rate of less experienced residents without a guideline), the
trends we observed in these data are worth noting. For those residents without a guideline, specialty and experience levels were associated with probabilities approaching but not achieving significance for all four of the rates. When given a guideline, these probabilities were much further from statistical significance, suggesting that guideline use may neutralize the influence of specialty and/or experience on preoperative ordering practices of resident physicians.

The major limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size obtained from a single teaching institution. Though statistical significance was reached for many of our measures, the practices of 66 residents are not necessarily generalizable to national resident physician preoperative testing practices. Another limitation of this study is that it is based on the results of hypothetical, paper-based scenarios, which may not translate directly to clinical practice. The fact that a panel of anesthesiologists determined “correct” answers also introduces subjectivity into the calculation of answer rates, even if these practitioners used evidence-based medicine and best practices, and nearly always achieved 100% consensus. Additionally, we could not determine whether those given a guideline actually used it to determine their answers. This could explain why the guideline appeared to have no positive effect in surgery residents (in contrast with the other specialties).

The results of our data are consistent with previous work demonstrating that preoperative testing patterns vary among physicians of different specialties and levels of experience [12,13]. Roizen stated that a condition considered optimal for daily life may not be optimal for surgery [18]. This, however, does not mean that all patients need the same number or types of tests. According to one study of patients over 70 years of age, “routine” preoperative testing was of little benefit [17]. Guidelines may also be of benefit in private offices and specialty clinics regularly engaged in ordering “batteries” of tests for preoperative care. This has been shown through the distribution of guidelines to non-anesthesiologists [19].

In light of the significant results of the current preliminary study and the economic impact of appropriate test ordering, further investigation is warranted to replicate these findings in larger cohorts and in actual clinical practice. The national trends towards implementation of electronic health records provide an opportunity to implement evidence-based guidelines. One such effort could be directed towards improving physicians’ preoperative test ordering patterns in a fashion that enhances quality and is economically responsible.
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